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News from the Board
by Beth Winters
Finally, the Board has news to
report. We have added a new website to
our roster, www.hesperiahall.com. Userfriendly functions being considered for
implementation include the ability to pay
dues online, make donations, purchase quilt raffle tickets,
and other activities. Right now you can go to the website to
vote on the 2021 Bryson-Hesperia Calendar. This site also
provides the platform for the email address introduced last
month, president@hesperiahall.com, and has the capacity to
include other addresses as needed.
There is no impact to our present website, www.
hesperiahall.org, where this newsletter is available along
with additional news and photos, a history of the Hall,
and scholarship forms. Each website features a link to the
other, so you don’t have to worry about remembering
what’s located where. Thanks, praise and appreciation
to our two webmasters, David Phillips, at .org and Bryan
Cogdell at .com.

Comings and Goings
Welcome to Bearett Gil and Emilia Cogdell, our newest
community members, born in April. Our March issue
featured the beautiful baby quilts created by the Home
Bureau. We hear that both babies are thriving in the comfort

Lynne Seward and Beth Winters treating the Hall’s exterior last
June.

of their quilts.
The Board bids a bittersweet farewell to Lynne and

If conditions permit, the Hesperia Hall monthly
potluck dinner is scheduled for Friday, June 19,
beginning at 7:00 pm. Bring a dish to share and come
re-connect with neighbors while continuing to be
mindful of responsible social distancing.

Bill Seward, who have moved to Valley Center to be
closer to children and grandchildren. Lynne organized
the community project to treat the Hall’s exterior last June
and coordinated the Country Kitchen at both the Country
Faire, and the Chicken Barbecue. Her commitment to this
community will be missed; the loss is already felt.

The Hesperia Hall Foundation Board of Directors
meets at the Hall at 7:00 pm on the first Tuesday of
each month. Hall members are welcome to attend.
Due to the pandemic, the Board is not meeting in
person at the Hall while restrictions on gatherings
are in place.

Looking Ahead
There is no clear path forward as we go to press. Hall
events continue to be postponed until the orders are lifted.
We will pick up with the June potluck on June 19th if
allowed. In the meantime, stay safe. We really do want to
see you again.
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Scholarship Report

added to the drawing receptacle. Tickets are also available
at the Hall each Sunday from 11:00 am until 1:00 pm. We
enforce social distancing to be safe and have free produce,
plants, eggs, and other items available with quilt ticket
purchases. If you have any questions, please contact Ed
Buntz at (805) 472-2070.

by Ed Buntz
The Scholarship Committee would like to thank David
and Janice Phillips for their generous donation to the
Scholarship Fund. They missed having the opportunity to
buy some special White Elephants this year, so sent a direct
donation on the scheduled event day. Thanks also to Meg
Hontos for stopping at the Hall on that Sunday to make
a direct donation to the fund and to provide elastic strips
for Home Bureau sewers to continue making Covid-19
masks. We also appreciate the anonymous donation in
memory of Chuck Hutchinson, who was a talented and
giving musician who provided so much entertainment
and fun at the Hall over many years. In addition, Connie
Brown honored the memory of her husband Dick with a
very generous donation. We appreciate Connie’s keeping
current with the Hall and being gracious, humorous, and
generous as always although she now lives in Paso Robles.
We lament the loss of our great friend and part-time
neighbor, Bill Jones. He was a consistent attendee to
our large Hall events and a very generous donor to the
scholarship program. His wife Ann preceded him several
years ago; we appreciate the anonymous donation received
in their joint memory. Thanks also to Jack and Lois Lindley
for their annual donation and for their donation in memory
of Ali Tabidian.
We have eleven deserving students earning scholarships
this year. Recipients Lyric Drinkwine, Jimmy Morales, and
Julisa Guzman Garcia are King City High School graduates,
all heading to Hartnell College. Tammy Allen received
an award to assist in her completing an intense Cal Poly
Extended Education Computer Coding class. We welcome
Michaela Steele back in the program to complete her degree
from Arizona State University on line. Renewals from last
year are Bethany Reinstedt, Delaney Carroll, Aly Carroll,
Jessica Steele, Grace Shepherd, and Tabitha Castro.
We extend our heartfelt congratulations to Nichole
Landon on her graduation from Biola University and to Yuri
Pineda on her graduation from California State University
Fullerton. All are currently invited to join us at the Hall
Scholarship Event on July 17, 2020. Each student will have
the opportunity to introduce their family and make a short
presentation on their college goals or experiences. Other
details regarding the evening will be published in the July
newsletter prior to the event.
We are continuing the Scholarship Raffle Quilt ticket
sales; tickets are 25 for $20 or 6 for $5. Send a check of any
size made out to Hesperia Hall (“quilt tickets” on memo
line) to Ed Buntz, 2527 Smith Road, Bradley, CA 93426.
Please provide a phone number so we can notify you when
your winning ticket is drawn in October! You will also be
notified directly once your check arrives and the tickets are

Remembering Chuck Hutchinson

by Ed Buntz
Our friend and neighbor Chuck Hutchinson passed
away at home on Monday, April 27. The community shares
their deepest condolences with his wife Jan, sister-in lawLeann, nephew Dylan, and with all of his extended family
and friends. Chuck was born on February 18, 1939, in Elk
Fork, Kentucky. He enlisted in the Marine Corps at age
seventeen (once a Marine, always a Marine; Semper Fidelis).
He and Jan moved to Bryson-Hesperia in 1980. They
lived in their house on Smith Road for many years, but
moved down on Interlake Road to care for Ethel Adams after
her husband died. As a disabled veteran, Chuck suffered
from orthopedic problems, which eventually severely
reduced his mobility. We extend our sincere appreciation
to Jan for assisting him so capably over these later years of
his life.
Chuck picked up a banjo one day long ago and fell in
love with music and that particular instrument. He taught
himself to play and became a very accomplished banjo
plucker. For many years, he attended the Hall Sunday
Produce Exchange to play and teach the banjo in conjunction
with the music lessons being led by Daphne Denny. He also
joined up with a group of talented Central Coast musicians
that played gigs as “Over the Falls Band.” He brought them
out to Hesperia Hall, and they happily volunteered to serve
as our Hall band at Chicken Barbecues and Country Faires
for many years.
Chuck was a little on the quiet side, but a joy to be around
due to his kind, generous nature and his subtle sense of humor.
Between his musical talent and his personality, he left us
feeling better every single time we got to enjoy his company.
He will be missed but is certainly leaving behind wonderful
memories for his family, friends, and our local community.
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Calendar 2021 Update

when I carved my initials on the exterior wall just outside
the entrance door, which has now thankfully been worn
away with time. The Hall was where we’ve celebrated
Mother’s Days and birthdays and Cinco de Mayo and the
lives of those who’ve passed. We’ve laughed and cried,
we’ve danced and dined on barbecued chicken and the
best desserts this country can serve up. The Hall has been
the “everything” to the community, including the recent
meeting point while flames licked the mountaintops of
Big Sur. We have sung to our firefighters and thanked our
sheriffs and military for always having our backs. The Hall
has been a place of laughter and joy and fellowship. It’s
where many of us learned to line dance, others to quilt or
play an instrument.
Isolation of a rural community means a dependency on
each other, our neighbors in remoteness. We have chosen to
enjoy life away from the big city with all its amenities and
challenges. Now, after 91 years in our name, Planett Ranch
passes to the next family who will soon learn the magic of
the Middle Kingdom, as our area was called by National
Geographic long, long ago. They’ll write the next chapter,
become the stewards of the land, and discover why we have
all chosen to call this countryside home.

by Jean Thompson
Hey Hall Folk, just a quick reminder that Calendar 2021
judging is taking place online this year. Between June 6 and
June 18, go to hesperiahall.com and vote for your thirteen
favorites, with the big reveal coming on Friday, September
18, on the website.
Stay safe everyone.

A Letter of Farewell

by Karyn Planett
Both Geoff and I are thrilled to be moving on to the next
chapter of our lives though, at the same time, saddened to
pass along the reins of Planett Ranch. The original parcel
was purchased by my Dad when he was only twenty-seven
years old, in 1929. His intention was to use it as a retreat
from the then hustle and bustle of Los Angeles. Over the
years, it morphed into a sanctuary for us all, a venue for
many late-night parties, and the touchstone not only for
family members but also friends in the community.
All the while, Hesperia Hall was the centerpiece. It was
where I watched my parents and their friends enjoy late
night festivities. The Hall was where my teenage friends
and I discovered its outskirts, away from the prying eyes
of the community elders. It’s where pranks played out, like
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A Tabidian Story

by Tom Walters
Ali Tabidian’s death, reported in last month’s News
from the Hall, was a shock to those of us who knew him. He
was just settling into a retirement, which he and his wife
Pat had planned to center around their two grandsons. His
passing reminded me of a story he shared several years ago.
As a young candidate for the Doctor of Philosophy
(PhD) degree, Ali was required to submit a dissertation
which advanced, in some perhaps small but still significant
way, the information in his field, hydrology. It must be
original work, not just a “term paper” or report on existing
information.
His dissertation at the University of Nebraska was
titled “Stream/Aquifer Interactions on the Big Blue River
near Beatrice, Nebraska, 1987.” It required digging small
wells and making careful measurements of flow rates and
water levels over an extended period of time. It was work
that no one else had ever done.
Subsequently, a career involving additional research
and extensive teaching at California State University
Northridge (CSUN) flew by. And then one day several
years ago his phone rang and it was a large New York law
firm.
“Is this Dr. Tabidian, author of the Big Blue River
study?”
“Yes.”
“Do you by any chance have an original copy of your
dissertation?”
“Yes.”
It turns out that the copies in the University of Nebraska
libraries were missing. Water rights, always a hot topic, are
particularly so on the Ogallala Aquifer.
“Would you send it to us so that we might have it
copied and certified?”
“Certainly.”
“We will, of course pay you for your time and trouble.”
“Not necessary.”
I have no idea about the scope or fate of the litigation,
but it is probably protracted and still awaiting resolution.
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The story, however, suggests an additional way of thinking
about the friendly, generous man who regularly donated
his citrus sales to the Hall Scholarship Fund.

Call for Membership Dues

by Carol Kenyon
Since December, we have been running the Hesperia
Hall membership application form in this newsletter
monthly, but to little avail. At this point, memberships are
running well behind the usual participation. With all of us
being responsible and quarantining in our homes, and with
the usual Hall activities cancelled due to the lockdown,
we do not have the same awareness of the place Hesperia
Hall has in our daily lives and social interactions. The
Hall, nonetheless, needs to pay its bills, as do we all, and
it’s the participation of you, members and friends of the
community, that keeps us operating, providing support
and connection for one another.
We urge you to take the time to renew your Hesperia
Hall membership, or to join if you have not yet done so. In
the midst of quarantine isolation, community counts.
Membership costs $20 per household and includes
one free use of the Hall each year. Make checks payable to
Hesperia Hall, write Membership on the memo line, and send
to Carol Kenyon, 75529 Deer Pass Road, Bradley CA 93426.
Membership supports a local community organization.
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Hesperia Heights Dark Sky Watch

by Jean Thompson
Come to know the Summer Triangle
Although the Summer Triangle isn’t a constellation,
but an asterism, it is an identifiable formation of stars. Some
say it is the “V” for vacation. As its name suggests, it is most
prominent in summer.
Look east for the brightest star. That’s Vega, the
brightest star in the constellation Lyra the Harp. Now
look to the lower left of Vega and you will find Deneb, the
brightest star in Cygnus the Swan. Next look to the right
and locate Altair, the brightest star in the constellation
Aquila the Eagle. You will be able to find the Milky Way
passing between Vega and Altair with Deneb bobbing in
the middle of the river of stars.
Happy solstice everyone!
Things to watch for in the night sky:
June 10
Venus and Saturn pairing. (Venus third
		
brightest celestial object after sun and
		
moon) Look for them low in the evening
		
sky about an hour after sunset.

June 12-13
June 12
June 17-19
June 19
June 20
		
		
June 25
June 27

See Moon, Mars before dawn
Earliest sunrises before Solstice
Moon, Venus at dawn
Longest Sunset (3.25 minutes)
Summer Solstice 2:44 pm (Longest
number of daylight hours. Sun rising and
setting at most northerly position)
Regulus near moon
Latest sunsets follow summer solstice

Hesperia Hall Membership Application/Renewal Form
Checks ($20 per household) payable to Hesperia Hall
Mail to Carol Kenyon, 75529 Deer Pass Road, Bradley, CA 93426
Name(s)_________________________________________________________________________________________
Address_________________________________________________________________________________________
Email address__________________________________________________ Phone_____________________________
I prefer my newsletter (please check one) mailed to my physical address _______ OR emailed to me _______
Our membership for 2020 is at 60% of normal. If you’ve been meaning to, and have the means to pay your dues, we’ve printed the
application again as a gentle reminder.
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Cooking from the Garden

Adorable and Adoptable Pets

by Nicole Kemp
Three-year-old Moses is looking for his forever home.
We believe Moses is a pitbull/ lab mix. Moses does well
with all dogs big and small, and he’s currently staying in
my home with several other dogs and cats. Moses loves
to go on car rides and adventures and will wait patiently
in the car as long as you need him to. He’s not destructive
at all. He doesn’t jump, and he walks nicely on the leash.
Moses is potty trained and sleeps nicely in a kennel at night.
Moses is very calm and polite and does well around kids.
I know this all sounds too good to be true, but he really
is just such a good dog, and I can’t say one bad thing about
him. Moses is neutered, microchipped, and up to date on
shots. Please reach out to me at (831) 320-6971 if you are
interested.
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by Kate Snell
Growing potatoes is very rewarding if you have the
space and a nice loose soil. Place your seed potatoes in a
shallow trench and cover with a few inches of soil in early
spring. When the plants are several inches tall, hoe the soil
up around the plant and repeat this every week or two until
the plants flower. Potatoes like a moist, but not waterlogged,
soil and do not like heat. Harvest your potatoes when
the tops die back. It is like Christmas, digging in the dirt
discovering all the potatoes you have grown. There are
above ground methods to grow them, such as barrels and
bags, but I have had poor production using these methods.
Potatoes may be prepared innumerable ways. Bake,
boil, fry, and grill your harvest. Put them in stews, soups,
and salad. Below is a recipe that can use up leftover meat
and may be eaten for breakfast, lunch, or dinner:
Hash
1 ½ cups chopped onions
3 cups diced cooked potatoes, about ½”x ½”
1 ½ cups chopped corned beef, pot roast, kielbasa, or
vegan sausage
3 Tbsps. oil
½ tsp. ground pepper
Salt to taste
Place oil in a large frying pan over medium heat. Put
meat in oil and cook until well browned, then remove. Put
chopped onion in pan with ground pepper. Fry for a couple
of minutes, then add the diced potatoes, which should
be just cooked and a little firm. Fry them until they are
browned around the edges. Return the meat to the pan with
the potato mixture and cook for 2 or 3 minutes more. Serve
with a fried egg for breakfast or with a salad for dinner.
Variations: Add additional herbs and spices, such as
smoked paprika or thyme. Other vegetables such as bell
pepper or sweet potatoes can be added.
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Fishing with Rich

True Life Youth Group News

by Rich Lingor
Late spring fishing has
fulfilled its promise of multiple
catches rewarding angling
efforts. Targeting shallow zones
has constantly yielded favorable
results.
As summer crashes through
spring’s gentle grasp, seasonally
managed
dropping
water
levels introduce another layer
of challenge to anglers as their
Photo by Michael Rummel
quarry is forced to abandon the
dwindling shoreline cover. Shoreline edges that spawning
game fish had made their springtime home become just an
occasional game fish destination when prowling for an easy
meal. Spring’s departure does not necessarily signal the end
of the shallow fishing success. All of our local reservoirs
have threadfin shad. These minnows are the primary forage
base for bass, catfish, white bass, and crappie. Bluegill and
red ear sunfish make some use of this important food source
as well.
Shad tend to spawn in the shallow edges. They show
up when the water temperature reaches about 68 degrees.
They seem to move to the banks when the moon is close
to full and stick around for a few days. Hungry game fish
follow the shad to the shallows and take advantage of the
confining restrictions of the shoreline edges to trap the
forage. The shad spawn can prolong the shallow water
opportunity for clever anglers presenting lures that mimic
shad. Shad tend to abandon the shoreline as the sun’s rays
chase the morning shadows. Dropping summertime water
levels and loss of cover leave little reason for big fish to
remain shallow when their food supply migrates back to
open water. Fish capitalizing on the early morning feed
wagon give anglers their best summertime opportunity.
Early morning angling can be more comfortable as well
when midday air temperatures begin to bake your skin.
Another good reason to hit the water early is to be ahead
of the water skiers and personal watercraft enthusiasts that
turn the calm, peaceful surface rough, lumpy, and noisy.
Field Research at Lake Nacimiento found the spotted
bass and white bass cooperating. Carp fishermen are
enjoying success at Lake San Antonio. Blue gill and red ear
sunfish are biting at all of our local lakes.
So set your wake-up alarm button for greeting dawn
at your favorite spot on the water and make the cast that
deserves a bite.
Tight Lines!

by Erick Reinstedt (Pastor and Youth Leader, True Life
Christian Fellowship) and Mary Ann Reinstedt
Well, we never could have scripted this end to our
school year for the True Life Youth Group. One thing is for
sure; these youth will never forget this time of their life! It
has been hard not meeting, but we have tried to send out
regular videos to them sharing thoughts, encouraging
them, sharing links and resources, etc.
We have two seniors graduating from high school and
three eighth graders graduating into high school (plus we
are proud to have Nichole Landon, a former youth grouper,
graduate from BIOLA this year). In addition to the small
financial gift our fellowship regularly gives each graduate,
it is our plan to do something special to honor the graduates,
if it turns out their schools don’t.
Thanks to all who supported the group and our work
with local youth this year through prayers, cooking meals,
donations, etc. You are a blessing and your investment in
their lives will bear fruit.

The Puzzler

There are three covered crates in front of you. One
contains only apples, one only oranges, and the third is a
mixture of the two. Each crate is labeled, but the labeling
machine has gone crazy and is now labeling ALL boxes
incorrectly.
If you can only take one piece of fruit from just one of
the crates, how can you sort out the labels?
ANSWER TO LAST MONTH’S PUZZZLER
There was lots of interest in this one from the regulars,
newbies, and voices from the past. “Granddad, his son, and
grandson” was the answer the P had in mind. But Cheryl
BB points out that, technically, that makes two fathers and
three sons. If Vince Pineda and the P took Josh Riley to
breakfast in Paso, I guess that would work, too.
If the words “exactly” two fathers and two sons are
used, is there even a solution? Remember theological
constructions are above the P’s pay grade. Hats off to Cheryl
BB., Gabe H., Nick B., John K., Helen R., and Ed B.
If you know the answer to this month’s Puzzler, email
it to twalters314@earthlink.net, or call the Puzzler at (805)
472-2884. Unless it is someone directly involved with the
production of this newsletter, we will acknowledge by
name all who submit a correct answer.

A heartfelt thank you

TO ALL THE PEOPLE MAKING A DIFFERENCE
EVERY DAY IN THE FIGHT AGAINST COVID-19
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June Calendar Highlights
Scheduled events will take place as listed only
as restrictions on gatherings permit.
2
		
3
6-18
7
9
12
14
		
16
17
19
20
21
		
		
23
28
30
July
4
5
7
		
12
14

Yoga 6pm
Board Meeting 7pm
Home Bureau 12-2pm
Calendar Judging
Produce Exchange 11am-1pm
Yoga 6pm
Bingo at Harden Center 6pm
Produce Exchange 11am-1pm
Flag Day
Yoga 6pm
Home Bureau 12-2pm
Potluck 7pm
First Day of Summer
Produce Exchange 11am-1pm
Father’s Day
Fiesta, Mission San Antonio
Yoga 6pm
Produce Exchange 11am-1pm
Yoga 6pm
Independence Day
Produce Exchange 11am-1pm
Yoga 6pm
Board Meeting 7pm
Produce Exchange 11am-1pm
Yoga 6pm

2020 Hesperia Hall Officers/Directors
President – Beth Winters; president@hesperiahall.com
Vice President/Scholarship – Ed Buntz
Secretary – Collin Riley
Treasurer – Candice McGregor
Directors – Bryan Cogdell , Margaret Hontos, Rupert Lyle , Jean Thompson, Victoria Villegas
Membership – Carol Kenyon
Hall Scheduling – Carol Kenyon
Hall Historian – Janice Smith-Ramseier
Angelina Fund – Beth Winters – (805) 472-2095
Newsletter Staff – Sarah Leatherman, Barbara Walters
Annual Hall Membership – $20/Household, payable to Hesperia Hall

Send to Carol Kenyon, 75529 Deer Pass Road, Bradley, CA 93426. Membership supports a local
community organization.

Advertising in News fron the Hall (Circulation over 300 local residences)

Ad fee is $100 per 11-issue year for a business-card size ad or $10 for a single issue ad. Submit
payment and business card or text to Candi McGregor, 51602 Hesperia Hall Road, Bradley, CA
93426.

Schedule an event at the Hall Contact Carol Kenyon at (805) 729-0490 or at

carol.tintent@gmail.com. Alternate: Ed Buntz at (805) 472-2070 or at hesperiahall@yahoo.com.

Submit articles to: bwhallnews@gmail.com, seleathermanhallnews@gmail.com, or mail to
Barbara Walters, 53075 Smith Rd., Bradley, CA 93426

News from the Hall is published 11 times per year by the Hesperia Hall Foundation under the auspices
of its elected Board of Directors. It is an informational community newsletter and the editorial views
expressed therein are not neccessarily those of the Hesperia Hall Foundation or its Board members.
Articles and advertisements presented within come from various sources for which there can be no
warranty of responsibility by the Publishers as to their accuracy, content, and completeness.
Visit the Hesperia Hall website at www.hesperiahall.org where this newsletter is available along
with additional news and photos, a history of the Hall, and scholarship application forms. The
site is updated monthly by webmaster David Phillips.

